
 

Compensation Plan

Key Compensation Plan Features: 

 Global daily pay on unlimited levels (no cap on income). 

 $50 & $150 coded commissions. 

 100% Check Match on $50 coded commission (Once qualified). 

 100% Check Match on $150 coded commissions (Once qualified). 

 Global daily pay through e-wallet/ debit card. 

 No product purchase required to earn commissions. 

 

 

Compensation Plan Overview 

We accelerate your Global Daily Pay in 2 proven and progressive 

methods.  First we use a repeatable mathematical formula that affords 

you to be paid down “unlimited levels.” 

As long as global sales continue down commissions will continue going 

up.  Whether 10 levels, 100 levels, 1000 levels deep or more.  

Then the success of those you personally refer to our affiliate program 

reward you again.   Once qualified (2 product sales) and remain 

qualifies (1 retail sale in every 30 day cycle) you’ll earn either a 100% 

Check Match on Money Now commissions and a 100% Check Match on 

Membership Millions & P3 product sales.  

This 1-2 punch affords you the ability to earn money FAST! 

 

 



Power Profit Lines (PPL) 

Power Profit Lines (PPL) pays commissions to unlimited levels deep as long as 

sales activity keeps occurring.  It works on a set pattern of leverage divided in 

two phases.   

We use the word “code” to identify the affiliate who would get a particular 

commission (that commission is coded to you, as example).   

The term “Leg” identifies a personally referred affiliate and the entire group 

under that affiliate.  So if you have 3 personally sponsored who have purchased 

Money Now you have 3 legs.  It’s easiest to identify them by number such as 1,2, 

3, etc.   

Certain legs are commissionable to you and some are not.  These are identified 

below and the pattern never changes.  This affords you the opportunity to get 

paid down unlimited levels.   

Without this feature we would need to cap level pay at 7 or so like typical comp 

plans do and severely limit your income opportunity.    

Give a little get a lot is the theme of Power Profit Lines. 

 

We separate Power Profit Lines into 2 phases. 

Phase one is your first 6 personals of a given product: 

 Legs 1, 3 & 5 go to you the affiliate.   

 Legs 2, 4 & 6 go up to coded affiliate.   

 

 

 

You are paid commissions on those 1, 3 & 5 sales.   

 Each of their 2, 4 & 6 sales goes to you.   

1 2 3 4 5 6 



 

 

 

 

 

The 2,4,6 pattern is how you are paid down unlimited levels as long as 

sales activity continues to occur. 

 

Phase two is our Leadership Phase   

We now go to keep 4 give 1 for as wide as an affiliate may go.   

 So 7, 8, 9, 10, goes to affiliate and 11 goes up. 

 12, 13, 14, 15, goes to affiliate and 16 goes up.   

This pattern keeps replicating. 

 

 

 

 

NOTE:   

In order for affiliate to earn on pass up commissions 11, 16, 21 and beyond in Phase 2 they must 

have 12 personal sales of that product to be Phase 2 qualified.  Otherwise the software will look 

to upline sponsor.  If that person is a Phase 2 qualified affiliate those commissions will roll up to 

them.  If not, software will look down to the original sponsor.  If original sponsor is Phase 2 

qualified that Phase 2 roll up goes to them.  In event neither is Phase 2 qualified the roll up goes 

to the top position in the enroller tree.  Once a roll up occurs, that affiliate and their team is 

forever coded to the roll up affiliate for that product on all Phase 2 commissions.  Of course 

affiliates will earn on their own personal referrals of 7, 8, 9, 10, from legs they created. 

7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 

1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 



Commission Payout 

Product Price Coded Commission Check Match 

Money Now $100.00 $50.00 $50.00 

Membership Millions/ 
P3:Purpose, Passion, Profit 

$500.00 $150.00 $150.00 

 

Check Match 

In addition to our Coded Commissions you can now also earn Check Matches on 

ALL of your personal enrolled affiliates Coded Commission earnings.  

ALL to mean each and every affiliate you personally refer to include the affiliates 

that are coded to you and the affiliates you pass up.  

Example: 

At the $100 Money Now product level you have 6 personally referred affiliates.  If 

in a day each were to earn a $50 coded commission you would earn a 100% check 

match.  6x $50.00 = $300.00 in check match to you that day.  If they earned 

combined $100 in a day you earn a $100 check match. 

If combined they earn $2,050.00 in a day you earn a $2,050.00 check match that 

day.  

The above is for illustration purposes only, there is no guarantee what your 

personal referred affiliates will or will not earn.  If it’s zero in a day then your 

check match is zero.  There is no cap on your check match commissions.  

You DO NOT earn check matches on check match income.   You earn only on 

coded commissions to your personally referred affiliates.  

 

 

 



 

 

To Qualify: 

You must be qualified at a product level and have 2 personal sales of product at 

each product level you wish to participate in.  

Meaning to be qualified for Money Now, be a qualified affiliate and have 2 Money 

Now sales.   The same is true for each product.  

To Remain Qualified: 

You must make 1 retail product sale in the 30-day period you are in before the 

next 30-day period begins.  If your 30-day period that qualifies you to stay active 

in the next 30-day period.   

If you fail to make 1 retail sale you will forfeit all check match commissions for the 

coming period.  If that occurs you can reclaim the next periods check match 

commission by making 1 retail sale in the period you are not active in.  

THE MORE YOU SPONSOR THE MORE YOU CAN EARN 

If you sponsor 3 you will check match 3.  If you sponsor 30 you will check match 

30.  

You decide if you want to earn a little or a lot, your results will determine your 

income, your results determine how much you are paid daily. 

 Commissions are paid daily (14 day in arrears) 

 Commissions are loaded onto your e-wallet 

 No limit on your commission or check match earnings 

 

Refund Policy: 

Refund requests will be honored within 7 days of purchase. 

 

 



 

 

Retail Sales: 

Affiliates are paid commissions on all Retail sales made on your affiliate website.  

Each retail product listed will have its affiliate commission listed in your back 

office.  

Retail customers pay only for product (s) purchased.  There is no fee whatsoever 

to retail customers.  

Comp plan qualifiers: 

To become an Affiliate person must agree to our Terms & Conditions and become 

a Pro Member.  Becoming a Pro Member requires you to pay a one-time admin 

fee of $45.00 plus a monthly fee of $14.95.  

This covers your website, website hosting, back office, database management, 

genealogy, commission engine, marketing system, social media marketing system 

and our affiliate support.  

You must maintain your Pro membership to maintain your affiliate status.  

No product purchase is required to earn commissions. 

You must qualify with two product sales at each level if you wish to earn 

commissions.  

A)  Personally purchase product and make one sale. 

B) Make two product sales. 

If you chose B, understand the first sale will go up to the first qualified affiliate. 

You will not see any financial gain from that person or any group they may or may 

not build. 

Once qualified for coded commissions you do not have to qualify again.   

For check match commissions you must be a qualified affiliate with two personal 

sales of each product level you wish to earn in.  

You must also remain qualified by making one retail sale in each 30-day period.  In 



the period you are qualified for make 1 retail sale to qualify for the next 30-day 

period.  Failure to do so will result in suspension of your check match earnings for 

the next period and each period thereafter.  

You can reinstate your check match commissions by making one retail sale. That 

will activate your commissions to be paid for the next 30-day period.  

Any unpaid check match commissions will remain unpaid; there is no recapture of 

unpaid commissions.  

You must be of legal age or an emancipated minor to participate as an affiliate.  

Retail Sales & Retail Profit Sharing 

As a Pro or Platinum member each time a personal referral purchases a retail 

product you earn a direct retail commission paid daily.  

Contribution Profit Sharing Pool 

Every retail purchase made company wide and worldwide we share profits with 

Pro & Platinum members who contributed retail sales that month.  

Each retail purchase made by a personal referral pays you a retail direct 

commission and also credits you with Contribution Index Points, CI points for 

short.  Points are weighted on the retail price of products, from 1 point up to 13 

points per purchase.  

Each calendar month we take your CI points for the month and times them on the 

dollar value of those points that month.  

As an example only, let’s say the CI Point value is $50.00 in a given month and you 

have 20 CI points that month.  20 x $50.00 = $1000.00 paid to you in profit 

sharing.  

Point value will vary month to month yet there is no limit on your earnings. The 

more CI points you have the bigger your share of the pool will be.  

Profit sharing is our only commission that’s paid monthly.  All others are paid 

daily.  



e-Digital Wealth Income Disclaimer and Disclosure 

While e-Digital Wealth LLC does offer a compensation plan to reward Affiliates who help us promote our 

products and services, we are here to offer cutting edge products and services that can help make your 

life easier/better/more fulfilling, depending on what you are looking for.  You are free to enjoy our 

products and services as appropriate for you and are not required to promote anything or recruit 

Affiliates and/or customers.  

Any e-Digital Wealth presentations you may view are designed to present what we offer and let you 

decide what is right for you.  Any references to income or earnings, whether actual or potential, implied 

or stated, are for explanation and illustration purposes only.  We want you to know what is possible, but 

it is up to you to decide the level of commitment you wish to make promoting our products and services 

in attempting to achieve any commissions, bonuses, earnings or income.  

Any potential commissions or income that you may earn depend on actual business generated and will 

be based on a variety of factors, including, but not limited to, ideas, techniques, knowledge, skills, 

determination and time spent promoting e-Digital Wealth products and services as your independent 

business.  e-Digital Wealth is not for anyone looking for a “free lunch” or to “get rich quick.”  We are also 

not an investment opportunity 

e-Digital Wealth does not warrant, guarantee or assure that any level of income or earnings can or will 

be attained by any e-Digital Wealth affiliate.  e-Digital Wealth is not responsible for any financial 

decisions you make in relation to promoting e-Digital Wealth and only you can determine what is 

appropriate for you.  Many affiliates will choose not to take advantage of the tools and training we 

provide and may earn little or no income.  Others will take full advantage and will have the opportunity 

to earn as much as their efforts will allow them.  

Any and all income or earning examples use by e-Digital Wealth are not to be considered average or 

typical earnings, but should only serve to demonstrate possibilities within the compensation plan. e-

Digital Wealth and its owners, directors, officers, employees, consultants and agents are not responsible 

for whatever level of success you may or may not achieve.  That is up to you. 

Again, all references to income, whether actual or potential, implied or stated, are for explanation and 

illustration purposes only.  All e-Digital Wealth affiliates are responsible for meeting all qualifications 

and customer requirements of their applicable rank or level.  Your actual earnings or income from the 

compensation plan will vary based on your level of sales generated and will be a result of various factors 

such as your expertise, ability and time spend promoting your business.  

e-Digital Wealth is an emerging company, we are just getting started.  We currently have no available 

statistics on minimum or maximum income earned or average income earned by our representatives as 

nothing has been established yet.  In this industry in general, a lot of people will make little or no money 

and a few will earn a lot.  That is a factor of persistence, determination, commitment and consistency.  

The ones that earn anything just make more of a commitment to attempt to do so.  

 


